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STABLE money’ demand function is crucial to
the formation and implementation of effective mone-
tary policy. Consequently, recent findings of temporal
instability in this relationship have concerned both
policymakers and economists, Previous studies have
examined the stability issue by focusing on the
“proper” specification of the money demand equation.
For the most part, these studies were directed toward
discovering which scale variable and interest rates are
appropriate. Unfortunately, such attempts to explain
the apparent breakdown in the money demand rela-
tionship in the early l970s have not been successful.

Within this literature there is surprisingly little at-
tention devoted to the process by which money bal-
ances are assumed to adjust to the desired level. This
paper investigates the importance of the money’-
demand adjustment process as well as the technique
used to estimate this relationship. Both the specifica-
tion of the adjustment process and the estimation
technique employed are shown to be significant fac-
tors in determining whether the short-run money de-
mand function has been temporally stable during
recent years.

BACKGROUND

In the transactions view of the demand for real
money balances, rnone is held primarily’ for t\vo
reasons: the lack of synchronization between receipts
and expenditures and the existence of positivc trans-
actions costs) Formulations of the transactions money

demand function relate the demand for real money’
balances (m”) to “the” interest rate (r) (measured
in nominal terms and therefore incorporating inflation-
a~’ expectations) on assets that are thought to be
relatively close substitutes for money and to some
measure of economic activity, such as real GNP (y).
to capture the volume of transactions undertaken in
the economy. Real money’ balances are conventionally
measured by Ml divided by the price level (GNP
deflator).

This relationship may be written as:

(1) md = f(r, y)

This relationship is typically’ estimated in the log-
linear form,

(2) In m~ a, + a, In r, + a, In y, + E,,

where a is a random error term. Furthermore, the
transactions demand for money’ framework suggests
that the following restrictions should hold for the esti-
mated regression coefficients:

0 T> a, ~ —0.5, and ~ a, > 0.5.2

Equation 2 often has been estimated directly using
annual data,3 Because equation 2 represents a long-

56; and James Tobin, “The Interest Elasticity of the Trans-
actions Demand for Cash,” The Review of Economics and
Statistics (August 1956), pp. 211-47. For an example of
money viewed as a store-of-value, see Milton Friedman, “The
Quantity Theory of Money: A Restatement,” in Milton Fried-
man, cd,, Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1956).

The Dynamics and Estimation of
Short-Run Money Demand

1In contrast to other analyses which place greater emphasis
on money’s role as a store-of-value, the transactions approach
focuses on the medium of exchange function played by money
in the economy. For an introduction to the transactions ap-
proach, see Thomas M. Havrilesky and John T. Boorman,
Monetary Macro-Economics (Culington Heights: AHM Pub-
lishing Corp., 1978), pp. 96-113. The standard references
on this topic are: John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory
of Employment, Interest, and Money (London: llarcourt,
Brace arid World, 1936); William J. Baumol “The Transac-
tions Demand for Cash: An Inventory Theoretic Approach,”
Quarterly Journal of Economics (November 1952), pp. 545-

26

2The Baumol-Tobin framework suggests that a, = = —0.5 and
a= == 0.5. For a generalixation, see Robert J. Barro, “Integral
Constraints and Aggregation in Inventory Models of Money
Demand,” Journa/ of Finance (March 1976), pp. 77-88.

‘See, for example, Allan H. Meltzcr, “The Demand for Money:
The Evidence from the Time Series,” Journa/ of Political
Economy (June 1963), pp. 219-46; 1’. J. Courehene and II. 1’.
Shapiro, “The Demand for Money: A Note from the Time
Series,” Journal of Political Economy (November 1964), pp.
1205-19; arid David E. W. Laidler, “Some Evidence on the
Demand for Money,’’ Journal of Political Economy (April
1966), pp. 111-31.
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run equilibrium in which full adjustment between
actual and desired real money balances is completed
within one year, no adjustment process is specified.

V/hen equation 2 is estimated with quarterly data,
however, a more flexible specification is needed to
characterize the short-term money market disequi-
libria that may exist. To do this, “desired” money bal-
ances are posited to depend upon the same variables
found in equation 2. Thus,

(3) lam? a,, + a, hi r, + a, In y, + E,.

\vhere mT represents desired (or long-run) real money’
balances for period t.

4 However, since actual real
money balances (m,) and desired holdings (mT) may
not be equal in the contemporaneous pem-iod — be-
cause transaction costs prevent immediate adjustment
of actual balances to their desired levels — a specific
stock-adjustment process is specified.

The most commonly used adjustment mechanism
can be formalized as,

(4) Inni,—lnm,,, ‘=- A (Iam?--lnm, ,); (0< X< 1),

where X represents the coefficient of adjustment —

the speed at which actual money holdings adjust to
the gap between last period’s stock and the currently
desired level, Substituting equation 3 into equation
4 yields,

(S)lnm,—lnm,,”-X[(a,+a,Inr,+a:Iny,+r,)-
In m,

which, upon simplification, gives the following solu-
tion for In mt:

(6) In rn -- Xa, ±Xa, In r, + Xa, In y, ±
(1-A) In m,, + Xe,.

Equation 6, then, represents a commonly estimated
quarterly money demand function, The adjustment
coefficient (X) is derived from the estimated coeffi-
cient on the lagged dependent variable (In mt ,). If,
for example, the estimated coefficient on In mm, is 0.7,
this indicates a 30 percent (1 — 0.7) per quarter adjust-
ment of actual nmonev balances to the desired level.
Also, whereas the estimated coefficients on hi r and
In y~represent the short-run elasticities of real money
balances with respect to these variables, dividing these
coefficients by’ the adjustment coefficient (X) ~‘ields
estimates of these variables’ long-run elasticities.

Equation 4 has been labeled the real-adjustment

4Writing equation (3) in nominal form yields,
in MT = a, + a, In r, + a, In y, ±in P, + e,,

where In Pt is the natural logarithm of the price level in
period t, and In MT is the nat,mral logarithm of the desired
level of nominal money balances.

mechanism.~One important implication of this speci-
fication is that a decline in the real value of last pe-
riod’s nominal money stock due to rising prices will
he fully and imnmediately offset 1w an increase in the
amount of nominal money balances currently’ held.
In other words, it is implicitly’ assumed that an in-
crease in the price level will induce an immediate

increase in nominal money holdings to equate the
real value of last period’s nominal money’ holdings to
the currently’ desired level.

The teal-adjustment mechanism has been criticized
on the grounds that the change in money balances
due to a price level change will not occur instan-
taneously- because such adjustments are costly’ — just
as they are when interest rates and income change.
Goldfeld and White have suggested an alternative
adjustment mechanism, commonly referred to as the
nominal-adjustment mechanism.°

The nominal-adjustment hy’pothesis can be written
as,
(7) In M, - In M~,= A’ (In MT—lu M,,); (0 < A’ ~ 1),

where lvi is nominal money balances, that is, Mm =

mt(P,). Transforming equation 3 so that the left-hand
side is equal to In M~and substituting that equation
into equation 7 yields,
(8) In M, - In M,,, = A [(a,, + a, In r, + a, In y, ±

laP, + a,) —InMH.

Solving equation 8 for In M~gives,
(9) hiM, Aa,+Aa,Inr+Aa2Iny,-m-A lnP,+

(1-A’) ln M,, + A’r,.

The dependent variable in equation 9 is specified
in nominal terms. Equation 9 usually has been esti-
mated, however, with real money balances as the de-
pendent variable. To transform the nominal-adjust-
ment specification so that real money balances are on

5This nomenelatnre follows that used by’ Stephen NI. Coldfeld,
“The Case of the Missing Money,” Brookings Papers on Eco-
nomnic Activity (3:1976), pp. 683-730.

A specification very similar to equation (6) can he gen-
erated if one assumes that the appropriate levels uf the lIe—
pemident variables arc formneml adaptively. Thus, the dymmamnics
of the adjostmnent process could be due to expectation fornma—
thin, rather thamm transactions costs. See David E. W. Laidler,
The Demand for Money, 2nd. ed. (New York: Dtinms-Donnel-
icy, 1977), pp. 142-43,tSee Stephen XI. Coldfeld, “The Demand for Money Revisited,”
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (3: 1973), pp.
577-638, and “The Case of the Missing Money,” Brookiugs
Papers on Economic Activity (3: 1973), pp. 683-730; William
H. White, “Improving the Demand-for-Money Function In
Moderate Inflation,” International Monetary Fund Staff Papers
(September 1978), pp. 564-607. The nominal-adjustment
mechanism cliscussoml here is used in the MPS (NIIT—Penn—
Social Science Research Council) demand deposits equation.
See Jared Enzler, Lewis Johnson, and John Panlus, “Somne
Problems of Money Demand,” Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity (1: 1976), pp. 261-79.
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the left-hand side, In P~must be subtracted from both
sides of equation 9:
(10) lnM,—lnP,Aa,+Aa,Inr,+Aa,lny~—

(1— A’) InP, + (1- A’) in M,-, + A’e,.

Equation 10 can then be rewritten in the form,

(11) In ni, = Aa, + Aa, in r, + Aa, In y, ±
(1- A’) In (M,,/P,) + A’c,.

Thus, the only difference between the estimation of
the real-adjustment specification (equation 6) and
the nominal-adjustment specification (equation 11) is
the form of the lagged dependent variable. In the
real-adjustment version, lagged nominal money bal-
ances are deflated by lagged prices. In the nominal-
adjustment version, they are deflated by current
prices.7

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Gochrane-Orcutt Results

Coldfeld found little empirical difference between
the coefficient estimates of the real- and nominal-
adjustment specifications. Based on a superior fit, both
in- and out-of-sample, however, he favored the nomni-
nal adjustment version. Friedman, on the other hand,
provides contrasting evidence which suggests that the
real-adjustment version provides more stable regres-
sion coefficients over different sample periods.8

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the empirical evidence
on the real- and nominal-adjustment specifications of

THelier and Khan recently have questioned the applicability of
the nominal-adjustment specificatimu. See H. Robert Heller
and Mohsin S. Khan, “The Demand for Money and the Term
Structure of Interest Rates,” Journal of Political Economy
(February 1979), pp. 109-29. The issue raised by Heiler and
Khan is essentially an econometric one. Specifically, estima-
tion of the nominal—adjustment version within a single-equa-
tion framework will avoid econometric problems associated
with simultaneous equations bias only when the dependent
variable is viewed as being determined by the exogenous “am-
iables specified on the might-hand side of the equation.

Although Heiler and Khan suggest that a simultaneous equa-
tions bias is present when the nominal-adjustment version is
estimated, this same criticism applies equally to the real-ad-
justment specification. Two points should be recognized with
respect to the }Ieiler-Khan criticism. First, empirical estimates
of the nominal-adjustment specification traditionally define the
dependent variable to be real money balances, not nominal
money balances as given by equation 7. In a very important
sense this variable can be viewed as demand determined —

that is, determined by the price level, interest rates, and real
income. Second, and perhaps snore importantly, the simul-
taneous equation bias which results from estimating money
demand relationships in a single equation framework is quite
small. For a recent example of studies addressing the possi-
bility of simultaneous equation bias, see Coldfeld, “The De-
mand for Money Revisited” and “The Case of the Missing
Money.”

8Benjamin Friedman, “Crowding Out or Crowding In?: Eco-
nomic Consequences of Financing Govemment Deficits,”
Erookings Papers on Economic Activity (3: 1978), pp. 593-
641. This evidence is found in his tables, but never discussed.
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the money demand relationship.9 The estimated co-

efficients for the sample period II/1955-IV/1962 are
reported first, followed by estimates obtained by
lengthening the sample period in increments of four
quarters. Relevant summary statistics as well as the
static root-mean-squared error (RMSE) for the four
quarters immediately following the end of the sample
period are also presented. Except for the sample pe-
riod II/1955IV/1978, all regressions are estimated
using the Cochrane-Orcutt (CORC) serial correlation
correction technique — the technique most commonly
implemented to estimate money demand when quar-
terly data are employed.bO

The regression results for the real- and nominal-
adjustment specifications (tables land 2, respectively)
from various sample periods up to and including the
H/1955-IV/l973 period are consistent with the results
of previous investigations.5m In addition, the coeffi-
cients on the real income and interest rate variables
are similar across adjustment specifications. The nom-
inal-adjustment specification continually produces, as
Goldfeld noted, a slightly slower speed of adjustment.

°Foliowing Goldfeld, “The Demand for Money Revisited,”
these specifications incorporate two interest rates. The com-
mercial paper rate (CPR) is included as a proxy for market
rates of return. The commercial bank passbook rate (RTD) is
included also. Banking regulations prevent this latter rate from
totally moving with the market rate of return, Small investors,
who do not have sufficient funds to invest in market assets,
mnay he sensitive to the yield on passbook rates.

‘°Thelast mow of table 1 presents the regression results when
an alternative serial correlation adjustment procedure is used.
Tins alternative — known as Flildreth-Lu (HILl] ) — was
employed because of the drastic change in the rho estinsate
found when adding the observations br 1978 using the CORC
procedure. As seen in the table, CORC estimates of rho in-
crease in value as the sasnple period is extended, Whets 1978
observations are added, however, the CORC estimate of rho
dropped dramatically to 0.466. The HILL results, however,
suggest that the “correct” rho value for the II/1955-IV/1978
sample estimation is 0.980.

This findinp indicates that the Cochrane-Os’cntt technique,
when applied to the I1/1955-1VJ1978 sample, had iterated
to a local rather that, a global minimum of time sum-of-
squared residuals. This type of problem, although recognized
in the econometrics literature, has received little attention in
regard to estiniating money demand functions. Interestingly
enough, while the Cochranc-Orctrtt estimates revealed a
significant change in the coefficients once the obsen’ations for
1978 were admled, this deterioration is riot evident when the
Hildreth—Lu estiniatioms technique is used: The estimated co-
efficients on the passbook rate assd income variables cmsntinue
to have the anticipated sign and are statistically different
from zero. In addition, the coefficient on the laggeml depend-
ent variable is comparable to that fmmund for earlier sample
periods. None of these findings svere obtained when the
Cochranie-Orcutt estimation procedure was employed for the
II/1955-IV/l978 sample period.

For a discussion of the problems associated with the
Cochrane-Orcutt technique, see J. Johnston, Econometric
Methods, 2nd ed., (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), pp.
262-63.

‘tSee Coldield, “The Case of the Missing Money;” Enzler,
Johnson, and Pauins, “Some Problems;” and Friedman,
“Crowding Out or Crowding in?”
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Table 2
Nominal-Adjustment Version (Cochrane-Orcutt estimation of log-level equation)

Sta’,e
Coefficients (absolute vatue of t-statislics in parentheses) 4Q

Sample ———- — . —— SEE RMSE
period C my In CPA. In RTD, In (M. /P ) R’ D.W. x 10’ Rho x 10

I 1955 ‘V 1962 01325 0128 0017 0032 0780 0951 181 03457 04922 050

(2.20) (2.54) (3.76) (2.35) (7.11)

0/1 955-IV, 1963 -0.777 0.148 0.018 -0.033 0.811 0.9608 1.83 0.3314 0.5456 0.40
(3.03) (3.17) (3.98) (2.52) (7.73)

II/1955-IV11964 0.841 0.156 -0.018 —0.035 0.825 0.9723 1.85 0.3337 0.5231 0.38

(3.62) ~3.53) @17) (2.69) (8.14)
II:1955-IV,1965 0.836 0.157 0.018 -0.035 0.816 0.9827 1.75 0.3316 0.4917 0.91

(4.10) (3.84) (4.30) (2.90) (9.01)

II, 1955-IV/1966 0.699 0.136 -0.020 0.030 0.808 0.9852 1.65 0.3670 0.5559 0.56
(3.43) (3.29) (4.14) (2.35) (8.22)

IL, 1955-lV/1967 0.810 0.156 0.020 0.035 0.787 0.9882 1.70 0.3746 0.5067 0.50

(4.36) (4.02) (4,35) (2.93) (8.28)
Il, 1955-IV/1968 0.866 0.164 —0.021 0.038 0.794 0.9917 1.70 0.3707 0.5307 0.33

(4.87) (4.38) (4.39) (3.24) (8.54)

Il/ 1955-IV/1969 0.861 0.164 0.022 -0.038 0.792 0.9937 1.69 0.3625 0.5270 0.33
(5.04) (4.56) (5.00) (3.34) (9.11)

11i1955-IV,’1970 0.855 0.163 0.021 —0.037 0.793 0.9944 1.67 0.3534 0.5285 0.72
(5.14) (4.65) (5.06) (3.36) (9.42)

II 1955-tV.’ 1971 0.839 0.166 0.016 —0.038 0.737 0.9942 1.56 0.3769 0.5340 0.18
(5.05) (4.72) (4.05) (3.42) (8.67)

II ‘1955-IV/1972 0.833 0.164 0.016 -0.038 0.743 0.9954 1.69 0.3686 0.5321 0.22
(5.42) (4.98) (4.57) (3.57) (9.17)

Il/i 955-Wi 1973 0.809 0.160 0.016 —0.037 0.748 09961 1.72 0.3644 05145 0.66
(5.45) (5.01) (4.71) (3.56) (9.60)

II 1955 1Vi1974 0.656 0.125 -0.017 0.027 0.640 0.9961 1.78 0.3679 0.4967 1.56
(5.15) (4.64) (5.69) (2.97) (13.22)

lb 1955IV/1975 0327 0.054 -0.015 -0.008 1.003 0.9948 1.79 0/,161 0.4242 0.69
(3.40) (2.72) (4.68) (0.99) (21.71)

lI/1955-W/ 1976 0.233 0.034 -0.014 -0.002 1.045 0.9945 1.88 0.4183 0.3990 0.16
(3.32) (2.40) (4.58) (0.26) (29.39)

1,1955-tV’ 1977 0.227 0.033 —0.014 0.001 1.047 0.9945 1.89 0.4102 0.3929 0.38
(3.97) (2.91) (4.67) (0.23) (34.02)

II, 1955-IV/1978 0.233 0.034 0.014 -0.002 1.046 0.9943 1.88 0.4093 0.3886 —

(4.55) (3.49) (4.98) (0.29) (38.93)

sample performance of the real-adjustment equation In contrast, the results for the nominal-adjustment
is that the specification consistently overpredicts version over the post-1973 era (table 2) indicate a
money demand. Table 3 provides the mean forecast marked deterioration in the estimated regression co-
error for nominal money balances based on both the efficients. This is somewhat surprising since the only
real- and the nominal-adjustment specifications. The difference between these two specifications is whether
real-adjustment specification, on average, overpredicts lagged money is deflated by lagged or contempora-
money demand for each year following 1973. While neous prices. Interestingly enough, the most trouble-
the apparent stability of the estimated coefficients pro- some result over this period is the increase in the size
vides some ad hoc evidence for the belief that the of the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable.
underlying economic relationship for the real-adjust- The coefficient exceeds unity in the longer sample pe-
ment specification is stable, the changes in both the nods, a finding that alone obviates any meaningful
rho estimate and the in- and out-of-sample fit question interpretation of the estimates within the stock-adjust-
such a conclusion. ment framework. Based on the dramatic change in the
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Table 3
Mean Stattc Prediction Error*
(billions of nominal money balances)

Real adjustment Nominal-adjustment
Prediction (Cochrane-Orcutt (COchrane—Orcutt

interval esturtation) estimation)

[11974 IV/1974 —$285 —$100

I/1975-IV11975 3.33 3.01

l/1978-lV/1976 0.80 — 1 28
111977-IV/flit 0.55 0.11

)/1978-IV/flTS 1 83 + 0.11

Etnnr is cal ulated as aetna1 nominal money stockles pro
dictednominül mone stock negative erro thus intheat
overprediction.

estimated regression coefficients for the nominal-
adjustment specification, it appears that this economic
relationship has indeed broken down. Thus, even
though the nominal-adjustment specification continues
to have both a better in-sample and out-of-sample fit
(see table 3), it is difficult to attach any significance
to this in light of the coefficient estimates for the post-

1973 period.

Chow tests were employed to ascertain whether
either relationship is statistically stable over the full
sample period. Three alternative break points were
examined: (1) IV/1962, a point near which Slovin
and Sushka found evidence of a shift in the money de-
mand relationship;12 (2) IV/1967, a point near the
middle of the sample period; and (3) IV/1973, a point
of recent concern and considerable testing. The calcu-
lated F-statistics are reported in table 4n With the
exception of the hypothesized IV/1962 break point
for the nominal-adjustment equation, the regression
coefficients are all statistically different for the oppos-
ing sample periods. The finding that the real-adjust-
ment specification is unstable over these sample pe-

riods contrasts sharply with the apparent stability of

‘2Myron B. Slovin and Marie Elizabeth Sushka, “The Struc-
tural Shift in the Demand For Money,” The Journal of
Finance (June 1975), pp. 721-31.

13The applicability of the Chow test is complicated in this
ease by the existence of serial correlation in the disturbances,
The F-statistics in table 3 were calculated by estimating the
serial coefficient in each alternative sample period separately,
using the Cochrane-Orcutt technique. An alternative, “seem-
ingly unrelated,” procedure was also used (see Franklin M.
Fisher, “Test of Equality Between Sets of Coefficients in Two
Linear Regressions: An Expository Note,” Econometrica
(March 1970), pp. 361-66). This latter procedure constrained
the serial correlation coefficient to be the same in each of the
respective sample periods. The results for this test did not
differ significantly from those reported.

Table 4
F-statistics for Null Hypothesis that
Regression Coefficients Are Equal in
Two Sample Periods (CORC)

Real- Nominal

Sample periods adjustment adjustment

1111955-IV/1962 vs. l/1963-IV/1978 512 1.99

1m11955-lW1967vs I/1968—IV/1978 5.80 300~

l111955-IV/I&73vs 1/1974-IV11978 833 531

Significant at the 1% level 1
)‘Degree at freedom —‘-5,84** Significant at the 5% leveL)

the regression coefficients in table 1. These results indi-
cate that cursory examinations of the stability of the
regression coefficients can be misleading.

First-Difference Results

As an alternative to the estimation performed
above, both money demand specifications were esti-
mated in first-difference form using the ordinary least-
squares technique. In other words, instead of estimat-
ing an equation of the form,

(12) In m, = b, + b, In ri + hi In yt + hi In mt-i + Em;

(a, = pa54 + flt)

with the Cochnane-Orcutt technique, the following
equation was estimated using ordinary least-squares:

(13)lnm,—1nrnt-,~(b,—bo)+b,Unrt--lnrti)+
b2(lny,—lny,,)±bs(lnmt,--lnm,2)+m,

where the error terms, r~,are assumed to be indepen-
dent and identically distributed N (0, ~2), The dif-
ference between these alternative specifications lies in
the a priori assumption about the error structures.
These two specifications would be empirically equiva-
lent if rho (p) were restricted to unity in equation 12.

Although equation 12 is more general than equa-
tion 13, estimation of the latter equation avoids an
important econometric problem associated with the
estimation of equation 12. Specifically, Theil has
shown that, in the presence of a lagged dependent
variable, estimation techniques, such as the Cochrane-
Orcutt procedure, will underestimate (in absolute
value) the serial coefficient rho.14 This error will ren-
der the estimated regression coefficients inconsistent
and inefficient, If the disturbances in equation 13 are
serially independent — a hypothesis that can he exam-

14
Flenri Theil, Principles of Econometrics (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1971), pp. 413-14.
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Table 5
Real-Adjustment Version: Log Differences (ordinary least squares)

Coefficients (absolute value of t-statistics in parentheses) Static-- ----. — - . 40

In y, - In cPA-. - In RTD - riM, ,/P. , - SEE RMSE
Period ,Constant in ~ - In cPR, In RTD. In M- u/P, - R Purbin-Ii x 10 x 102

Il/1955-lV/1962 0.0001 0.147 -0.014 .0.042 0.536 0.459 -2.94 0.4598 0.32
(0.084) (1.59) (2.31) (2.15) (3.21)

11/1955-I V/1963 0.0003 0.156 —0,014 -0.047 0.571 0.524 --2.05 0.4421 0.35
(0.22) (1.76) (2.55) (2.54) (3,85)

II/1955-IV/1964 0.0007 0.138 -0.015 -0.050 0.639 0.581 1.80 0.4295 0.60
(0.73) (1.66) (2.75) (2.86) (4.85)

Il/1955-IV/1965 0.0001 0.146 -0.015 —0.051 0.592 0.539 --1.44 0.4493 0.53
(0.64) (1.76) (2.66) (2.81) (4.41)

lI/1955-tV/1966 0.0009 0.151 -0.016 0.044 0.590 0.523 —1.06 0.4547 0.55
(0.09) (1.81) (2.85) (2.44) (4.65)

ll/1955-lV/1967 0.0004 0.160 0.018 —0.048 0.576 0.530 0.72 0.4623 0.38
(0.40) (1.93) (3.17) (2.64) (4.91)

Il/1955-IV/1968 0.0004 0.175 -0.016 —0.050 0.514 0.540 0.60 0.4557 0.48
(0.46) (2.19) (3.30) (2.79) (5.24)

II/1955-Iv/1969 0.0001 0.194 —0.020 —0.047 0.571 0.545 —0.61 0.4561 0.31
(0.14) (2.49) ~3.72) (2.69) (5.40)

II/1955-IV,1970 0.00002 0.206 —0.019 --0045 0.544 0.541 -0.38 0.4478 0.75
(0.03) (2.80) (3.75) (2.69) (5.37)

Il/1955.IV/1971 0.0003 0.157 --0.013 —0.049 0.529 0.492 0.60 0.4665 0.40
(0.37) (2.20) (2.80) (2.85) (5.16)

II/1955-IV/1972 0.0004 0.166 --0.013 --0.052 0.552 0.527 0.26 0.4614 0.53
(0.53) (2.43) (2.88) (3.10) (5.61)

Il/1955-IV/1973 0.0002 0.171 —0.013 -0.051 0.548 0.528 0.30 0.4650 0.84
(0.23) (2.56) (2.90) (3.00) (5.66)

II/1955-IV/1974 0.0005 0.208 0.015 -0.045 0.609 0.567 1.05 0.4872 0.78
(0.64) (3.04) (3.46) (2.56) (6.43)

Ii,i955-IV/1975 -0.001 0.252 -0.014 -0.044 0.567 0.583 0.53 0.5041 0.28
(1.30) (3.93) (3.14) (2.44) (6.40)

Il/1955-IV/1976 -0.001 0.253 —0.014 —0.044 0.564 0.571 -0.97 0.4955 0.46
(1.33) (4.14) (3.21) (2.50) (6.57)

Il/1955-IV/1977 -0.001 0.253 --0.013 -0.045 0.555 0.571 1.01 0.4938 0.71
(1.31) (4.20) (3.11) (2.56) (6.54)

II’1955-IVL1978 0.001 0.237 —0.014 —0.042 0.562 0.542 -1.28 0.5048 —

(1.36) (3.96) (3.31) (2.40) (6.63)

med empirical h — its est nation \vill avoid die pi I ~b— Both the real— aiid uOlSiltlid(t’.ljUStIutttl \-ersions of
1cm associated ~~it.li tIii’ (iielu’aiu’-Ort’IIU tt’eliniqw’.’ the inOlu’\ ileiiiand relationship uric~ ustiinated in

llnis, in this ver~ important sense- esti nation of equa- first-cliflcri.’ncc form. The respective findings are re-

tion 13 is preferable, ported in tables 5 and 6.’°

~ has been tu~gesledat a mean’ of a~olding Consider first the results for the real-adjtislnicnt
I hr eeintcinletflc problems assoeiatt (I with nonstatitiliary error
..troeturrs. See C. W’. I. ( :ranuer and I’. N’-~~kohl. “Spurious . -

Ri.grrs~iuntii, 1t-onorneti ic-s.’’ journal of Erom’nn tries ( moe U’ iLL’ I.i:,o~i’or Ri Iatm’nli’, ~ old Ui, Hrrls UI I
971) j)p 111 20 ml) W illi Iflit I tOni Ltin4 nil I ~tl~ or i_ J U’ U/ / I!, in ,m! it own I S pp C’, 60

1-iist Difference.,: A D,-h’ns,’ if the \li-tbod Us~dfor Certain sh,n~ ‘Ini: Ihr,r, ,‘v,:o,1i it- p’Uhilri. ,,,d’’
0

t~’i!iI .:m ott
D~niancI-for-Moiit~Equations,” The Economic journal Sep— cqi’-atiimari’’.iot a.~.si.~en- at those ,,f”iu,d,’id;Ii en-i,cin~.
teinber 1978). pp. .564—68. - l’ -.i stunt lenin “us included in thi speeifie.Ltiun Iii aso’’

an :iddfuui, ii ,nip...t4i_i mat’,, C LaIr’ I. Plus, nil lain ~vht-tIu.racii’.ic ii,_’oi is i.si,l,:j ui:riiu.’~ di’niuial. ii
C. \\ jIIi,Ll’i SLIi~s‘i’. \l ‘,i,’~, liii ‘‘iiii-, and Sunspots: .\ka — Wi-ne is a trend in muliey dc-n-and, lit’ ini:’l jute il c-lianin
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Table 6
Nominal-Adjustment Version: Log Differences (ordinary least squares)

Coefficients (absolute value of t-statistics in parentheses) Static
— —- -- --- 40

In y - In CPR- - In ATO. - In M, /P, - SEE RMSE
- Period Constant my- IncPA InRTD,. nM JP. FR’ D.W. x10 x10

Il/1955-IV/1962 0.0005 0.170 —0.018 0.027 0.702 0.613 2.15 0.3896 0.21
(0.51) (2.26) (3.44) (1,61) (4.96)

Il/1955-IV/1963 0.0002 0.175 0.018 - 0.029 0.736 0.669 2.15 0.3688 0.41

(0.27) (2.47) (3.78) (1.89) (5.86)

II/1955-IV/1964 0.0001 0.171 —0.018 - 0.031 0.730 0.683 2.13 0.3736 0.41
(0.09) (2.46) (3.79) (1.99) (6.49)

II/1955-IV~’1985 - 0.0001 0.169 —0.019 0.031 0.742 0.675 2.03 0.3772 0.61
0.09) (2.54) (3.90) (1.97) (6.60)

Il/1955-IV/1966 -0.0006 0.184 —0.019 --0.027 0.701 0,627 1.95 0.4020 0.61
(0.64) (2,62) (3.80) (1.65) (6.27)

II/1955-IV/1967 0.0003 0.193 -0.020 -0.032 0.683 0.606 1.94 0.4230 0.30
(0.28) (2.64) (3.90) (1.87) (6.15)

II/1955-IV/1968 0.0001 0.198 0.020 -0.033 0.697 0.620 1.95 0.4141 0.32
(0.17) (2.80) (4.06) (1.99) (6.62)

II/1955-IV/1969 0.0004 0.209 --0.022 —0.031 0.699 0.638 1.95 0.4072 0.17
(0.46) (3.10) (4.55) (1.94) (7.11)

ll/1955-IV/1970 --0.0003 0.205 —0.021 --0.029 0.692 0.642 1.92 0.3953 0.73
(0.46) (3.23) (4.71) (1.88) (7.31)

lI/1955-IV/1971 0.0002 0.166 0.016 —0.033 0.658 0.591 1.78 0.4185 0.38
(0.22) (2.65) (3.70) (2.06) (6.94)

II/1955-IV/1972 0.0001 0.184 0.017 —0.035 0.665 0.617 1.94 0.4151 0.38
(0.14) (3.10) (4.03) (2.24) (7.38)

II/1955-IV/1973 0.0002 0.183 --0.016 0.032 0.669 0.628 1.99 0.4127 0.48
(0.29) (3.16) (4.05) (2.11) (7.71)

Il/ 1955-IV, 1974 - 0.001 0.194 —0.017 - 0.027 0.728 0.702 2.12 0.4142 0.61
(0.78) (3.45) (4.69) (1.81) (9.21)

ll/1955-IV/1975 -0.001 0.232 0.015 ---0.025 0.709 0.683 2.02 0.4394 0.43
(1.67) (4,20) (3.88) (1.59) (8.87)

II/1955-IV’1976 0.001 0.230 0.015 —0.026 0.700 0.672 2.10 0.4387 0.25
(1.63) (4.28) (3.88) (1.67) (8.85)

lI/1955-IV/1977 -0.001 0.226 0.014 —0.026 0.708 0.672 2.12 0.4317 0.45
(1.62) (4.33) (3.90) (1.68) (9.10)

II/1955-lV/1978 0.001 0.221 —0.016 —0.024 0.717 0.665 2.10 0.4319 —

(1.71) (4.36) (4.24) (1.55) (9.61)

specification in tahle 5. Thme Durhdn-lm st:Ltisties mdi those reported in lahle 1 iuclit-;mteuren,,trhsahle de—
cute that. for sample periods ending he~nod IV 1961 gree of eonsistc’ne~as the sample period is e,denclt.Cl.1
here is i,0 etidenee lii reject the hi’ polhc’sis of’ serialis — - . ‘ —

- . - - , It:, c-’uupa’n_g thin-so kin tal n-a wit], h,:s,’ in iai’,e I. one
mclependent (nm— lernis: Ft i-. tuth ii, the e,Lrher SOlid sliouhi h, c-u’nhnu,-d,is.i’:.sl (si! C tit,’ it ja,ili-d Ii asa li,this
vu’ periods thai e’t-idence of fit’st’order autoc-om’i’ehati ii, to hid’s- lit- r,’.I’e -In,- i’qo-itions. Franc.’, n. \i-ts kohl,

‘‘S-onus Resr,soii,. sho~~that ~do-n ‘hi- ct-po_-lc-’:t -md
exists, init’~’,’nd’ni ~anahui-s Iniloss .i a’:don, waik, as hi-v do in

- nor spi’eiFi-atnon.an-.u:n’n’i II will I rem ;u-,t. if, i-vi’-’iif ni
I lie regt—cs.sioli cr,eifieit-nts found iii table 3, tiLe n-I.tti ,n~hip Ia-.~o-,-,-tl~- sarhi’&i’ a-. nJ’ ‘-sists. Win-n tI,-

— -‘I mU’u_ ‘-‘—s tnoatt-I in lu’l—di!l i-n-_i ‘- lno,i. titi’ sar-ai,lcs
0:_or fnfl’,,w a i,u’d,ou w.L

t
k a,’i tho It is ,-~peetrd to

ii, - i.—,’’.
Ui,’ rrad,-r -a’.tjo, i-il acains’ s-dt-l~’u’.i:ot

th~-‘,Ei-. a, a ha is of unji’adsoo. it- -.d’ Wi’ .don-nie’-tnoa-d
i-t~omn,etricpi.dii’ios asso,-ialed ~s:timthe (‘it knot—C )rLott
estimation jesuits.
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should be equal to the constant term (see equation 13).
Lieberman suggests that such a variable is relevant for money
demand. See Charles Lieberman, “Structural aud Technolog-
ical Change in Money Demand, American Economic Review,
Papers and Proceedings (May 1979), pp. 324-29.
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Table 7
Mean Static Prediction Error*
(billions of nominal money balances)

Real-adjustment Nominal-adjustment
Prediction (First difference (First-difference

interval estimation) estimation)

1/1974-IV/i 974 $1.55 40.82

t/1975-fV/1975 091 140

t/1976-iV/1976 MO 014

t/1977-IV/1977 Oil 0.10

I/1978-IV/1978 1 24 0.74

Error is calculated as actual nominal money stock le s pre
dictednominal money tock A n gaffse error thus indicate
oveitprethetion

With the single exception of the coefficient on the
passbook rate for the sample period ending in I\ /
1971, the estimated coefficients all change by less
than one standard error.

The regression coefficients in table 5 are also simi-
lar to those found in table 1 in other respects.18 The
coefficient on the lagged dependent variable indicates
a significant partial adjustment to the desired level
of real money balances. The relatively smaller coeffi-
cient in table 5 indicates, however, a larger coefficient
of adjustment — ranging from 0.39 to 0.47. The find-
ings in table 5 again support the notion of economies
to scale in money holdings, with the long-run income
elasticity estimated between 0.33 and 0.53. In addi-
tion, the coefficients on the interest rate variables
continue to indicate a greater sensitivity to a propor-
tional change in the passbook rate than the commer-
cial paper rate.

An important improvement obtained from the first-
difference estimation procedure over the levels results
is the post-sample performance. Table 5 indicates a
deterioration in post-sample performance over the
1974-75 period, but the deterioration is slight relative
to that found in table 1, Not only are the RMSEs
consistently lower for the first-difference results, but
this specification aloes not consistently overpredict
money demand over the post-1974 period. In fact,

1~Asstated previously, the estimated constant term has no
counterpart in the levels form of the real-adjustment specifi-
cation. This coefficient, while never significantly different
from zero in table 5, does change as the sample period is
extended to include the 1974 observation. When post-l974

observations are included in the sample, both the sign and
magnitude of this coefficient are in accord with Lieberman’s
findings. This suggests a slight, but statistically insignificant
negative drift in the relationship, which is unexplained by
other variables.

table 7 indicates that this specification slightly under-
predicts money demand on average for 1976 and
1977.19

In contrast to the first-difference estimation of the
real-adjustment mechanism, table 6 shows that there
is no evidence in the nominal-adjustment specification
of any first-order serial correlation in the disturbances.
The Durbin-Watson statistics reveal no problems
associated with serial dependence in the errors.

Many of the previous comparisons between the
real- and nominal-adjustment levels estimations
(tables 1 and 2) continue to hold for the first-differ-
ence estimations. The coefficient of adjustment remains
smaller for the nominal-adjustment specification than
for the real-adjustment specification in table 5. The
other regression coefficients continue to be fairly simi-
lar to those found for the real-adjustment equation.
The coefficient on the passbook rate for the nominal-
adjustment specification is not, however, significantly
different from zero over many of the sample periods.
Again the SEEs and the RMSEs are consistently
smaller for the nominal-adjustment specification, indi-
cating a better in- and out-of-sample fit. Table 7 also
shows that using the first-difference of the nominal-
adjustment specification not only leads to a smaller
forecasting error on average, but more importantly,
alleviates the persistent problem of overprediction
which plagued the levels estimation.2°

Unlike those observed in table 2, the regression
coefficients in table 6 do not change dramatically as
the sample period is extended beyond IV/1973.2m The

191t should also be noted that the mean overprediction that
takes place in 1978 is in large part due to overpredicting
money demand in the fourth quarter of that year, when ATS
accounts were legalized nationwide and NOW accounts were
legalized in New York.

20To determine if the inclusion of the constant term seriously
biases the post-sample performances of the equations, fore-
casts based on equations that exclude the constant term were
made. For the real-adjustment equation, the most significant
effect is to change the sign on the mean static prediction for
the interval I/1976~IV/1976from plus to minus. The mean
error, however, for the period is —$0.02 billion, quite small
relative to that reported in table 7. For the nomninal-adjust-
ment specification, the positive signs for I/1978-IV/1976 and
I/1977-IV/1977 are changed to negative when the constant
tenn is omitted from the forecasting equation. As with the
real-adjustment equation, hosvever, the mean errors are very
small relative to those reported in table 7: —$0002 billion
for I/1976-lVJ1976 and —$0.07 billion for I/1977-IV/1977.
These results suggest that it is flrst-differencing, rather than
the inclusion of the trend variable in the specification, that
is most responsible for the improved forecasting accuracy of
these specifications.

21The possible exception to this is the behavior of the esti-
mated constant term. This coefficient estimate increases (in
absolute value terms) five-fold as the 1974 observations are
added to the sample period. While the change in this coeffi-
cient is noticeable, it is important to bear in mind that this
coefficient estimate is never significantly different from zero,
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changes that occur, instead, are relatively minor. This
is especially true of the coefficients on the real income

and lagged dependent variables. Thus, the use of first-
differences apparently has resulted in a more stable
relationship.

Chow tests again were used to determine whether
either of these first-difference relationships is statis-
tically stable over the full-sample period. The F-sta-
tistics for the same hypothesized break points con-
sidered previously (see table 4) are provided in table
8.22 These statistics indicate that neither of the specifi-
cations is statistically different over any of the alter-
native subperiods considered. This suggests that the
previous evidence of breakdowns in these relation-
ships is the result of the estimation technique em-
ployed. The first-difference estimation results, which
are econometrically preferable, show no evidence of
structural breakdown in either of the money-demand
specifications considered.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated two alternative stock-
adjustment mechanisms employed to empirically ex-
plain money demand. In addition, two alternative
procedures have been used to estimate these rela-
tionships. The results indicate that both stock-adjust-

ment relationships are statistically stable when esti-

Table 8
F-statistics for Null Hypothesis that
Regressions Are Equal in Two
Alternative Sample Periods
(first-difference)

Real Nominal
Sample periods ad~ustmentadjustment

1l11955-lWl9S2va. l/1963-IV/1978 047 0.44
1111955-lVf1987vs l/1988-lV/1978 111 102
l111955-lV/1973vs. l/1974-lW1978 1.42 105
1% critical value, 3.21

5% critical value, 2.33

mated in first-difference form. This suggests that
much of the recent evidence of a breakdown in the
money-demand relationship is the result of the esti-
mation technique employed. To the extent that the
nominal-adjustment specification consistently provided
a better fit (both in- and out-of-sample), the evidence
presented here further suggests that a relaxation of
the assumption that the money stock adjusts to a
price level shock within the quarter is worthwhile.

Furthermore, the results presented in this paper
deny the claim that monetary policy is impotent as
a result of a shifting money-demand relationship.
Those who argue this point recently have suggested
that attempts to control inflation through restrictive
monetary policy will be unsuccessful since the money
demand relationship is unstable. The findings of sta-
bility presented here seriously question this assertion,
It does not appear that the relationship between
money demand, real-income, and interest rates has
changed significantly over recent periods. The sur-
prisingly accurate predictions of money demand over
the post-1973 period using the first-difference approach
buttress the conclusion that the money-demand rela-
tionship has not suffered from any drastic shifts that
would invalidate monetary policy.

22Since the disturbances for the first-difference equation are
serially independent, the Chow test results reported in table
8 avoid the problem of serial dependence in the error terms
that plagued the previous tests.

In an alternative test, the first—difference equations were
estimated without a constant term and the Chow test was
used to test the stability of these equations. Using the same
hypothesized break-points as in table 8, the test results indi-
cate that stability cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level
of significance (e.g., the largest calculated F-value is 0.69).
Thus, exclusiomm of the constant temm does not adversely af-
fect the stability finding.

In addition, the type of Choir test described in footnote
13 was specifically used to test if the constant term should
be allosved to vary across the various subperiods. For each
equation and the different subperiods, the calculated F-sta-
tistics were well below standard critical values. Thus, no
statistical advantage is gained by allowing the constant tenn
to take on different values in alternative subperiods.
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